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Abstract
Sperm of certain species engage in cooperative swimming behaviors, which result in differences in velocity and efficiency of swimming as well as ability to effectively fertilize the egg.
In particular, Monodelphis domestica is a species of opossum whose sperm often swim cooperatively as a pair, with heads fused together. In order to understand the empirical effects
of cooperative swimming behaviors, we propose a simple preferred-curvature-based model to
model individual and paired sperm using the method of regularized Stokeslets to model the
viscous fluid environment. The effects of swimming freely versus paired swimming, phase
relationship, and the angle at which sperm heads are fused are investigated. Results are consistent with previous modeling work for free swimmers. Paired (fused) swimming results also
compare well with experimental work and provide evidence for optimal geometrical configurations. This indicates that there may be a fluid mechanical advantage to such cooperative
motility behaviors in sperm swimming.
Keywords: Sperm motility, cooperativity, planar waveforms, regularized Stokeslets
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Introduction

Sperm motility is a complex behavior that varies significantly across species and is arguably the most important indicator for fertilization potential. Widely believed
to be subject to strong evolutionary pressures, gamete
evolution has been the subject of many studies, particularly in the context of sperm competition and mating
strategies (see [1, 15, 24, 25]). On the other hand, sperm
cooperativity and collective swimming behavior have received far less attention from a mathematical modeling
standpoint, despite substantial experimental evidence in
several species [7, 11, 12, 14, 17, 19, 18]. In this context,
cooperativity refers to swimming in a coordinated fashion
in pairs or groups, or otherwise helping fellow sperm to
successfully reach and fertilize the egg.
From an evolutionary standpoint, variations in behavior and morphology across species may correspond to advantages in survival. Reproductive biology is a natural
testing ground for these types of investigations, where
the assumption is that successful reproduction is the ultimate goal for the survival of the species. In sexual reproduction, successful fertilization of the oocyte is necessary
for a specie’s survival. In general, sperm motility has a
strong positive correlation with successful fertilization of
the oocyte [26, 2]. Cooperative motility, therefore, would
1 Mathematics Department and the Center for Computational
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also have an impact upon fertility potential.
Species as diverse as bulls, insects, opossums, mice, and
echidnas have all shown evidence of cooperative sperm
motility behavior. It has been shown that two freely
swimming bull sperm will synchronize their beats and
align to swim with higher velocities as a pair [36]. In the
fishfly, sperm form what are called bundles, which may
enable the group of sperm to move more efficiently towards the egg [9]. Some rodents even have apical hooks on
their sperm heads allowing them to connect to flagella of
other sperm [11]. In the case of some deer mouse species,
sperm cells swim close together and agglutinate in large
groups, sometimes referred to as “sperm trains,” leading
to increased swimming velocities [7]. The subject of this
work is to investigate the sperm of the grey short-tailed
opossum, Monodelphis domestica, whose sperm “pair” or
fuse at the head to create dual-flagella swimmers that
swim approximately 23.8% faster than a single sperm
swimming alone [17, 19].
While cooperative behavior appears to increase swimming velocities in some species, this may come with a
tradeoff. For instance, linking together can cause a significant portion of the sperm population to undergo a
premature acrosome reaction or become immotile upon
separation [17, 27]. Both of these results would render
the sperm infertile. Therefore, these cooperative behaviors may not benefit all individuals, but rather a subset of
the group from the perspective of fertilization potential.
A primary focus of this paper is to provide quantitative
2016 Volume 2(1) page 35
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2
2.1

More specifically, we will investigate the efficiency of
various paired swimming behaviors using a mathematical model for flagellar motility in low Reynolds number,
viscous fluid. We base our model on the preferred curvature flagellum model developed in [6] and the method of
regularized Stokeslets [3, 4].
While many models have been proposed for sperm
motility, there has been less attention paid to the interaction of two or more sperm. The first investigations into
the behavior of oscillatory sheets and filaments in viscous fluids was that of G. I. Taylor [32, 33]. In [32], it
was shown that in-phase oscillations minimize the work
done by two parallel sheets. These results suggest that
there might be an energetic explanation for experimental observations that sperm tend to swim in phase. More
recently, [16] have shown that energy dissipation is minimized when infinite cylindrical filaments oscillate in phase
in a three-dimensional fluid in various geometrical configurations.
Finite length filaments representing sperm flagella have
been investigated in several contexts more recently. In a
two-dimensional fluid, oscillating filaments were shown
to synchronize and attract in [37]. Energy consumption
was also minimized when phase differences between two
filaments were small. The work of [13] analyzed the cooperative behavior of semiflexible swimmers for various
initial configurations to understand the effect of the distance between two swimmers upon their velocity and efficiency. The recent model of [28] and work in [22] also
provide intuition for the long-range interactions of two
freely swimming sperm. None of these models, however,
address the impact of fusing at the head (or otherwise
bonding) upon sperm motility.

Methods
Fluid model

Due to their microscopic size and velocity scales, sperm
move in a viscous fluid with a Reynolds number on the
order of 10−4 to 10−2 (see Table 1). Therefore, inertial
effects are assumed to be negligible. As such, the incompressible Stokes equations are used to model the governing fluid dynamics:
µ∆u = ∇p − F(x)
∇·u=0

(1)

where u is the fluid velocity, µ is the dynamic viscosity, p
is pressure, and F is the external force density (force per
unit volume).
The flagellum is modeled as a curve X(s, t), denoting
the spatial position of the flagellum at arc length s and
time t. As the flagellum moves, this curve will exert forces
along its length, resulting in the following definition of the
force density F(x):
F(x) =

Z

L

0



f X(s, t), t φ kx − X(s, t)k ds

(2)


where f X(s, t), t describes the local force the flagellum
is exerting at arc length s and time t. In this expression, L is the length of the flagellum, and φ is a regularized delta function that distributes the forces f in a small
fluid around the curve X(s, t). Following the methodology used in [4], we let
φ (r) =

154
8π r2 + 2

7/2 .

(3)

The parameter  should be thought of as a small parameter chosen to be roughly of the same order as the radius
of the flagellum.
A Stokeslet is a fundamental solution to the incompressible
Stokes equations (1) given a singular point force.
In the following sections, we briefly introduce the releBecause
we are considering forces that are effectively
vant equations of motion used to capture viscous, Newto“spread
out”
in a fluid volume around the curve X(s, t),
nian fluids. Then we derive the flagellum model used to
we
will
instead
use a regularized Stokeslet solution to the
capture the general behavior of sperm motility and furincompressible
Stokes
equations (1). As described in [4],
ther develop this model by incorporating the ability for
the
regularized
Stokeslet
for the regularized delta functwo flagella to “fuse” at the head. Such fused pairs are
tion
(3)
given
a
force
f
at
a position x0 is
designed to reproduce the behavior observed in M. domestica sperm pairing. Additionally, freely swimming sperm


f r2 + 22 + f · (x − x0 )(x − x0 )
pairs in close proximity will be analyzed under varying
u(x, t) =
3/2
cases, the results of which will be compared to the re8πµ r2 + 2
sults of [13]. We then use these results to understand the
potential advantages of cooperative swimming behaviors where r = kx − x0 k. Because the equations (1) are linear,
among sperm, and discuss the biomechanical evolutionary if we have more than one point force in the fluid, we
pressures that might influence sperm motility and mor- simply add the regularized Stokeslets together to find the
total velocity field.
phology.
www.sporajournal.org
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Table 1: Typical scales representative of mammalian sperm.
Quantity
L
T
V
µ
p
F
Re

2.2

Description
Length (sperm length)
Time (from beat frequency)
Velocity: wave speed, L/T
Viscosity (water)

Pressure µU
L

Force density µU
L2
Reynolds number

Value
100 µm
0.1 s
10−3 m/s
10−3 kg m−1 s−1
10−2 Pa
102 N/m3
10−2 to 10−4

References
[5]
[21]
[31]

Flagellum Model

Such an energy formulation ensures that the flagellum is
seeking out a minimal energy configuration that evolves
Many mathematical investigations into sperm motility
over time due to the preferred curvature waveform. For
have considered the swimming of individuals with planar
further details on the derivation of this model, see [6].
waveforms, because sperm flagella exhibit nearly planar,
sinusoidal waveforms [10, 30, 35]. For simplicity and to
facilitate comparison with previous models, we will as- 2.3 Discretized Model
sume a planar motion as well. Additionally, we will as- For computational purposes, we will discretize the curve
sume that paired sperm have flagella beating in the same X(s, t) and the forces f as follows:
plane, to best model the behavior observed in opossum
Xj (t) = X(j∆s, t)
sperm such as M. domestica. Thus, we will only consider the effects of planar cooperative swimming. Each
fj (t) = f (Xj , t)
flagellum will be modeled following the planar preferred
curvature model first derived in [6] and subsequently used where there are N points along the flagellum, separated
to model sperm motility with biologically-relevant swim- by a preferred arc length distance of ∆s, and j = 1, . . . , N
denotes the point along the flagellum. Thus, N ∆s = L,
ming velocities and beat amplitudes in [23].
As in [6], the flagellum model relies upon an energy the total length of the flagellum.
The discretized forces fj are derived from a discretized
formulation that can be expressed as
approximation of the energy formulations given in SecE(X, t) = Etens (X, t) + Ebend (X, t)
tion 2.2. The discretized total energy, denoted by E =
Etens + Ebend , is found using the following discrete forms:
where
2
Z L
2
N 
X
∂X
Xj − Xj−1
1
− 1 ds
Etens (X, t) = 21 St
− 1 ∆s
Etens = 2 St
∂s
∆s
0
j=2


Z L 
2
∂X ∂ 2 X
N
−1 
X
Ebend (X, t) = 12 Sb
×
·
ẑ
−
C(s,
t)
ds.
(xj+1 − xj )(yj − yj−1 )
1
2
∂s
∂s
Ebend = 2 Sb
0
∆s3
j=2
In this formulation, the flagellar beat plane is the xy(yj+1 − yj )(xj − xj−1 )
−
plane and ẑ is the unit vector in the z-direction (out
∆s3
2
of the beat plane). The energy Etens models the ten− Ck (t) ∆s
sile energy, which keeps the flagellum approximately inextensible. The energy Ebend is the bending energy that
causes the flagellum to bend locally towards a preferred where Xj = (xj , yj ). Then, we calculate the forces fj
dE
curvature given by C(s, t), which is taken to be a time- located at positions Xj given by solving fj = − dX
. Figj
dependent sinusoidal waveform:
ure 1 depicts the components of this discretized flagellum
C(s, t) = k 2 b sin(ks − ωt + φ0 ).
(4) model.
As in [4], the velocity field u(x, t) is found from the
This curvature has wavenumber k, frequency ω, and may forces fj by exploiting the linearity of the equations (1).
be shifted by a phase given by φ0 . The parameter b is an Thus, u(x, t) can be expressed as a summation of reguamplitude scaling factor.
larized Stokeslets:
Forces are derived from these energies by letting


N
X
fj rj2 + 22 + fj · (x − Xj )(x − Xj )
.
u(x, t) =
dE(X, t)

2 + 2 3/2
.
f (X, t) = −
8πµ
r
j=1
j
dX
www.sporajournal.org
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bending force

tensile forces
b

s=0

s=L
∆s
Xj (t)

Figure 1: A diagram of the idealized flagellum configuration with total arc length L and amplitude b. The flagellum is
discretized, denoted by points Xj (t) where j is the index of the point. Tensile forces keep the flagellum approximately
inextensible while preferred curvature (bending) forces cause the sinusoidal motion of the flagellum. The head of the
sperm is depicted by a large point at arc length s = 0.
in our model; this is done so that we can compare our
model to the work in [13]. However, the fused pairs
are connected using the first six points along each flagel2.4 Models for Paired Swimmers
lum (chosen to mimic the typical length of a mammalian
Sperm cooperation and motility are explored in several sperm head compared to the flagellum length, see [5] for
different contexts by considering cases of sperm swim- typical dimensions). Because these points are chosen to
ming in close proximity (but disconnected or freely swim- represent the “heads” of the sperm pair, they will not
ming) as in [13] and fused-head swimmers reminiscent experience curvature forces, unlike the rest of the points
of M. domestica sperm. Both styles of swimmers (free- along the flagella.
swimming/disconnected versus fused), will be compared
to a single sperm swimming alone using velocities, power
2.5 Repulsion Forces
and efficiency (see Section 3).
In the case of disconnected sperm swimming in close In order to address the physically unrealistic scenario of
proximity, the starting distance between the flagella, d0 , two flagella crossing within their planar configuration, we
will be varied along with the phase relationship of the use a repulsive force to prevent this from happening, as
two swimmers, as shown in Figures 3a and 3b. For the used in [28]. This repulsion is a force that is only nonfused-head model, we will investigate the effects of phase zero if two points on separate flagella come within a fixed
as well as the angle at which the flagella are connected.
repulsion distance d of each other. The repulsion force
To model a fused-sperm pair, we connect the first sev- will take the following form, for two points Xj and Xk
eral points on each flagella to each other using tensile which are on separate flagella:
(spring) forces similar to those used to keep the flagel

1
1
lum points together. To prevent sliding effects and main−
gj,k (ti ) = Sr (Xk − Xj )
tain the desired head geometry, we use forces that crossd
min kXk − Xj k , d
connect the points as well. These tensile forces serve to
effectively fuse the two heads together. Figure 3c shows where Sr is a strength parameter for the repulsive force.
an example of a fused-head configuration where the two The value of d is set to be larger than both the regularizaflagella are out of phase with respect to each other, with tion parameter  and the discretization length scale ∆s.
heads at an angle of θ with respect to each other. This Note that as the distance between the points approaches
k
angle determines the resting length of the tensile (spring) zero, gj,k
approaches infinity, which effectively keeps the
forces that connect the first several points. For more de- flagella apart. This repulsion force will be added to the
tails on the geometry of the fused-head model, see A).
force at point Xj . An equal and opposite force will be
We note that we do not have a true head for the sperm added to the force at point Xk . While the repulsion force
We define the radial distances as rj = kx − Xj k.

www.sporajournal.org
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Figure 2: Image of opossum sperm heads attached to each other, reproduced with permission from [19]. Red dots
have been super-imposed to demonstrate the way the angle between the flagella from this experimental image would
be calculated. In this image, the angle is approximately 60.2 degrees. Using several similar experimental images of
M. domestica sperm (Figure 1A from [19] and Figure 3A from [27]), the range of angles was 56.9 to 65.3 degrees
with an average of 60.6 degrees.

d0

d0

(a) In-phase swimmers

θ

(b) out-of-phase swimmers.

h

(c) Fused-head pair of swimmers (shown out of phase), with inset (left) showing tensile
connections (spring bonds, denoted by solid lines) between flagella points near heads of
both flagella.

Figure 3: Depiction of initial configurations of two flagella. In panels (a) and (b), two flagella are initialized a
distance of d0 away from each other for both in-phase and out-of-phase swimmers, respectively. Panel (c) shows the
geometry for a fused-head pair (here the pair is depicted out of phase, but the phase relationship between the flagella
will be varied). Inset (left) depicts the way the first six points of the flagella are fused to mimic head fusion of paired
opossum sperm. The angle θ is changed to investigate the effect of the angle between the flagella on motion. The
distance h refers to the distance between the first two points.

www.sporajournal.org
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Table 2: Parameter values. Wherever possible, values have been chosen to reflect typical mammalian sperm dimensions.
Parameters

∆s
L
b
κ
ω
φ0
Sr
d
St
Sb
d0
h
θ

Description
Regularization parameter
Spatial (arc length) discretization
Flagellum length
Amplitude
Wavelength parameter
Frequency
Phase change parameter
Repulsion strength
Repulsion radius
Tensile stiffness
Curvature stiffness
Initial distance between disconnected flagella
Distance between heads of connected flagella
Angle between connected flagella heads

is not a dominant force in terms of free-swimming behavior of disconnected sperm, it is more important in the
fused-head model because we are imposing a constrained
geometry at the head and specific phase relationships between the two flagella that may result in unrealistic crossing if the repulsion force were not incorporated.

2.6

Numerical Method

The following steps summarize the numerical method:

Value
1.3 µm
1 µm
100 µm
10 µm
2π/L
20π (10 Hz)
0 to π
5 × 10−4 aN µm−3
2
2 pN µm−3
10 pN µm−3
0.005 µm to 1 µm
∆s
17° to 98°

Reference

[5]
[21]
[28]
[21, 28]
[28]
[29]
[29]

shown in Figure 3. For instance, the speeds we report
(denoted by V ) are steady state speeds determined by
finding the distance a single point moves after one full
beat.
The power exerted by a single-sperm modeled by
 the
curve X(s, t) swimming with velocities u X(s, t), t can
be defined as
Z L


u X(s, t), t · f X(s, t), t ds.
(5)
s=0

Computationally, we approximate the power exerted by
a single sperm by discretizing the above integral and averaging the powers exerted by all flagella in the simula2. Find forces fj for the points Xj from the total dis- tion. Denoting each flagellum with a superscript k for
cretized energy E.
k = 1, . . . , M where M is the total number of flagella
3. Calculate repulsive forces gj,k for all possible k points in the simulations, we define the discretized power per
flagellum as:
and add to f .
1. Initialize our sperm in the configurations depicted in
Figure 3.

j

4. Solve for velocities uj using the method of regularized Stokeslets [4] with forces fj .

P (t) =

M

1 X ∆s  k
k
u1 (t) · f1k (t) + ukN (t) · fN
(t)
M
2
k=1

5. Move all points Xj using a forward Euler time step
with velocities uj .

+

Quantifying Efficiency and
Motility

ukj (t)

j=2

6. Repeat steps 2–5.

3

N
−1
X

·

!

fjk (t)∆s

using the trapezoidal rule to approximate the integral (5)
with N total points along the flagellum. We define the
average power per beat, P̄ , as
P̄ =

Nb
ω X
P (n∆t)∆t.
2π n=0

(6)
In order to compare different motility patterns, we consider steady state velocity, average power and efficiency.
To calculate these quantities, we consider sperm behavior Here, ω is again the beat frequency and Nb refers to the
only after a steady state swimming pattern emerges af- number of time steps in one full beat. In comparing the
ter starting from the initial configurations such as those average power of a paired model to the base case, all
www.sporajournal.org
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P̄ -values will be normalized by the average power of a
single sperm in isolation, referred to as the base case,
denoted P̄0 .
The efficiency of a swimming behavior will be quantified using the ratio of the flagellum’s average velocity
squared to average power, a quantity we refer to as β:
β=

V2
P̄

.

(7)

This ratio gives a numerical value for efficiency: the
higher the β ratio, the higher the velocity for each unit
of power exerted, thus the more efficient. The efficiencies
of all models will be compared to the efficiency of the
base case, denoted β0 . For the purpose of comparison, all
β-values will be normalized by β0 .

4
4.1

Results
Free swimmers

We first focus on the interaction between two free (disconnected) swimmers, initialized either in phase or out
of phase. We are primarily interested in whether swimmers attract or repel each other and the effects of distance
between the swimmers upon velocity and power exerted.
As noted in [22, 28], swimmers attract and swim towards
each other when they are initialized in phase when they
are coplanar, as depicted in Figure 3a. However, when
initialized out of phase, we observe that two sperm swim
away from each other.
Figure 4 summarizes the results of the free swimming
simulations, as functions of velocity, power and efficiency
versus distance. These results show both in- and out-ofphase swimmers, as well as two different simulation approaches, which we refer to as “dynamic” and “parallel”.
The curves labeled as “dynamic” in Figure 4 refer to
the free-swimming-sperm model that is initialized as in
Figures 3a and 3b, and then simulated for a long period
of time. Over the course of the simulation, the sperm
interact with each other via the surrounding fluid. This
causes them to swim apart or towards each other, and also
results in changes in their relative positional geometry
with respect to each other. For instance, as two in-phase
sperm swim towards each other, their heads are closer
to each other compared to their tails, thus they are no
longer in a parallel configuration like the ones depicted in
Figure 3a.
We compare these dynamic simulations to simulations
where the sperm are placed in parallel configurations (just
as in Figure 3a) and swimming is simulated for only a single beat. These simulations are run over a range of separation distances d0 and labeled “parallel” in the figures.
These parallel results are reported in order to remove the
www.sporajournal.org
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effect of the change in relative (positional) geometry between the two sperm over time that we observe in the
dynamic case.
Importantly, in the parallel case, the in-phase curve
(solid gray curves in Figure 4) is smooth until the separation distance comes within the repulsion radius d. This
radius is set to ensure the two flagella do not overlap
or occupy the same space concurrently, and the velocity,
power, and efficiency curves appear non-smooth because
a new force is being added in the simulation only at those
close distances.
Conversely, in the dynamic case—when the relative geometry between the two sperm is changing—we observe
non-smooth behavior of the curves for the in-phase swimmers (black solid curves in Figure 4) even at larger distances when repulsion is not present. Thus, the jagged behavior of the dynamic case is primarily due to the changing relative geometry as two sperm swim towards each
other and impede each others’ paths when they are close
enough.
We emphasize that the dynamic case is the physically
more realistic scenario, as sperm interact with each other
in populations over time and this changes their trajectories and orientations with respect to each other. They
will never remain in a perfectly parallel configuration over
time, regardless of phase or the initial distance of separation.
In general, these results show that velocity, power, and
efficiency are lower for in-phase swimmers when compared
to a single sperm swimming on its own (represented by
the horizontal black line in Figure 4). Velocity does increase somewhat when the in-phase swimmers get within
approximately 10–15 µm of each other, but never achieves
the velocity of the single sperm.
The converse appears to be true for out-of-phase swimmers, which typically exhibit higher velocities, power, and
efficiency than a single sperm. There does appear to be a
slight reduction in velocity and efficiency when swimmers
are around a distance of 34 µm (or 34% of the flagellum length) away from each other. Near these distances,
the increases in power outweigh the velocity gains, resulting in decreased efficiency when compared to a single
swimmer. However, as the average distance continues to
decrease (swimmers get closer together) the corresponding velocity gains are large enough to dominate the extra
forces exerted and increase efficiency.

4.2

Fused-head swimmers

For fused-head swimmers, we initialize the two sperm
with their heads connected as shown in Figure 3c. Typical flow fields over the course of a beat for the fused-head
model where the two sperm are out of phase are shown
in Figure 5. These are cross-sections of a fully three2016 Volume 2(1) page 41
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1.2
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Power P̄ / P̄ 0
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1
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0
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Efficiency β/β 0

(a) Velocity versus distance.

1.2

0.7
0

50
100
Distance (µm)
(b) Power versus distance.

LEGEND
In phase, parallel
Out of phase, parallel
In phase, dynamic
Out of phase, dynamic
Single sperm (base case)

1
0.8
0.6
0

50
100
Distance (µm)
(c) Efficiency versus distance.

Figure 4: The effect of distance upon velocity, power, and efficiency as two sperm swim freely near each other, either
initialized in parallel configurations for a single beat per simulation or as a dynamic simulation where sperm either
attract over time (when in phase) or repel over time (when out of phase). Power per beat (P̄ ) and efficiency (β) are
normalized by the base case scenario (denoted by P̄0 and β0 ) of a single sperm swimming by itself.
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dimensional flow. The next two sections investigate the 5
Discussion
effects of phase and angle upon velocity, power, and effiConsistent with biological studies and the work of [13],
ciency for fused-head swimmers.
we have found evidence that sperm engaging in cooperative swimming behaviors can achieve higher velocities
and efficiencies than an individual sperm. For detached,
4.2.1 Angle of fusion
freely swimming sperm, our findings compare well with
the findings of [13] regarding the relationship between
Figure 6 shows the results of fused-head swimmers with power, velocity and the distance between in-phase and
a range of fusion angles θ. It appears that for in-phase out-of-phase coplanar swimmers. Power and velocity inswimmers, larger angles serve to decrease velocity and crease for out-of-phase swimmers as distance decreases,
efficiency and increase power. In all the in-phase cases, and vice versa for in-phase swimmers.
velocity and efficiency are lower than a single sperm swimAs we have shown in this work, sperm paired at the
ming by itself. Power exertion per flagellum per beat head can achieve speeds 26.6% faster than an individual.
(P̄ ) is lower than for a single sperm swimming by itself This is the first model to consider this system, but this
for smaller angles θ, but larger for angles beyond around finding is similar to the biological results in [19], where it
60 degrees.
is shown that paired M. domestica sperm achieve 23.8%
However, for out-of-phase swimmers, there appears to higher velocities than single sperm. The distance between
be an optimal angle that serves to enable the fused pair to the flagella and the angle between the heads can affect the
swim faster. This comes at a cost in the power exerted per results significantly. It appears that the optimal angle for
beat (P̄ ): For out-of-phase swimming, the power exerted the fused-head, out-of-phase swimmers is an angle of fuper flagellum is higher. The efficiency only exceeds the sion θ around 61.3 degrees. This result is consistent with
single sperm base case within a particular range of angles the angles depicted in experimental images for opossum
(approximately 39 to 67 degrees). The peak is around sperm of around 60.6 degrees.
This paper also examined the effects of altering the
61.3 degrees.
phase
relationship between fused-head swimmers. ComInterestingly, this compares well with the angles paired
pletely
out-of-phase swimmers were the fastest and most
sperm appear to exhibit in experimental images. For inefficient
configuration. This scenario matches the biostance, Figure 2 shows a typical M. domestica sperm pair
logical
configurations
observed in opossum sperm (see
and three points used to determine the angle of fusion
[19,
27]).
Plotting
efficiency
and velocity against the
that our model would represent. Using this image as well
phase
and
angle
of
connected
sperm
helps show how the
as Figure 3A from [27], we estimated the range of answimming
configuration
of
opossum
sperm
is optimal in
gles of fusion created by the heads of the sperm to be
terms
of
fluid
dynamic
efficiency
and
velocity.
approximately 60.6 degrees with a standard deviation of
3.1 degrees. The peak in efficiency we find in our model,
therefore, is within the range of experimental angles.

4.2.2

Phase changes

Figure 7 shows the effect of varying the phase shift between the preferred curvatures for the two fused sperm.
This is done by changing the value of φ0 in the formula
given by equation (4): For one flagellum φ0 = 0, and
the other one will have a different φ0 , which we will refer
to as the phase shift. Both velocity and power increase
monotonically as the two sperm tend towards completely
out of phase (a phase shift of π). Efficiency exceeds the
efficiency of a single sperm swimming by itself for phase
shifts between 3π/4 and π. Efficiency is maximized at
a phase shift of π, which is the out-of-phase case. Experimental images such as Figure 2 and Figure 3A from
[27] also appear to show sperm pairs typically beat in an
out-of-phase manner.
www.sporajournal.org

6

Conclusion

We have quantified the effects of various cooperative
swimming behaviors based upon a planar swimming
model previously shown to capture important features
typical of mammalian sperm motility. Our results are
consistent with other modeling approaches, but also enable comparison with sperm pairing behavior that has not
been modeled previously. Remarkably, our results indicate that the sperm pairs observed in Monodelphis domestica opossums are in geometrical configurations that
seem to optimize efficiency and increase swimming velocities in our model. This also provides a fluid mechanical
argument supporting sperm pairing, beyond the observations in [19] that pairs tend to swim in straighter trajectories with higher velocities, which is thought to help the
sperm to navigate the oviduct more effectively.
It is clear that morphology and geometry have significant effects upon sperm motility (both for free swimmers
2016 Volume 2(1) page 43
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Figure 5: Snapshots of the velocity field over time for two fused sperm with an out-of-phase beat pattern. The images
appear chronologically from left to right, top to bottom, with 0.025 seconds (1/4 of a beat) between snapshots. Larger
arrows indicate stronger velocities. The two flagella seem to be propelling themselves forward by pushing the fluid
behind them. Spatial units are in µm.
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Figure 6: The effect of the angle of fusion θ upon velocity, power, and efficiency of two fused-head swimmers. There
appears to be an optimal angle (around 61.3 degrees) for all three measures to be maximized for the out-of-phase
swimmers (denoted by dots), whereas velocity and efficiency always decrease for the in-phase swimmers (denoted by
diamonds). Power per beat decreases for in-phase swimmers, up until an angle of fusion θ of about 60 degrees.
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Figure 7: The effect of the phase shift (in φ0 ) between two fused-head swimmers upon velocity, power, and efficiency
(marked by dots). The base case scenario of a single sperm swimming by itself is denoted by the black horizontal lines,
for comparison. Both velocity and efficiency increase as the phase shift between the two sperm increases towards π.
and fused-head swimmers). From an evolutionary standpoint, there are many motility criteria (velocity, power expenditure, efficiency, etc.) as well as other fitness criteria
that are necessary for fertility on individual and specieswide levels.
For instance, because of the typically harsh environment sperm encounter in the oviduct, there might be
evolutionary pressures to favor faster swimming sperm.
On the other hand, perhaps the most efficient swimmer might be favored to ensure survival when swimming
speeds alone may not capture all of the relevant biological pressures. Factors that influence these preferences
include available resources (both from the perspective of
the organisms as well as their gametes themselves) and
the mating strategies of the species.
One interesting scenario is that of sperm competition in
polyandrous species where a female has multiple mating
partners. Such species may favor entirely different traits
in sperm compared to what might occur in monogamous
species [24]. Monodelphis domestica opossums are considered a promiscuous species (at least in captivity) where
sperm competition might play a role in the evolutionary
biology of sperm morphology and behavior [34].
There are several other examples of promiscuous
species which also have been shown to exhibit cooperative behavior in sperm, including the deer mouse species
Peromyscus maniculatus and Peromyscus polionotus. Interestingly these two species appear to differ in whether
their sperm will cooperate with all other sperm indiscriminately or selectively group with sperm from only the
same male [7]. While our model is not meant to capture
these behaviors, it does suggest that there may be benefits from such cooperative behavior from a fluid mechanics
standpoint.
It has been noted in [11, 17, 20] that cooperativity could
arise from a game theoretical perspective, dating back to
Hamilton’s 1964 paper [8]. The nature of these observations in sperm swimming in groups suggests that a full
www.sporajournal.org

understanding of the advantage of these different swimming behaviors must include a measure of successful fertilization that includes motility and energy expenditures
at the cellular level. Because motility is not only necessary for fertilization, but can lead to a competitive advantage in fertilization in both cooperative and competitive
settings, the investigation of group swimming behaviors
from a biomechanics perspective may lead to new insights
in game theory models.
Besides game theoretic considerations, there are several other factors that should be considered to more fully
understand the fluid mechanics of sperm cooperativity.
Since our model is currently restricted to solely planar
forces, we cannot consider general interactions between
sperm or sperm pairs, nor can we consider non-planar
flagellar waveforms. While mammalian sperm do exhibit
primarily planar waveforms, it is true that the waveforms
are not purely planar. We plan on using the recent threedimensionally robust model proposed in [28] to explore
general interactions between sperm individuals and pairs
in 3D in order to understand these measures of efficiency
and velocities in populations of sperm.
One significant aspect that our model has not investigated, is that in species where sperm pairing occurs, the
separation process causes significantly higher occurrences
of sperm undergoing a premature acrosome reaction, rendering the sperm infertile [18, 20]. The tradeoff between
gains in swimming velocities and number of viable sperm
is a question of maximizing utility. Utility, in this context,
refers to the probability of successful fertilization, which
is correlated with sperm velocity. The primary purpose
of this paper is to effectively quantify these velocity and
efficiency gains. The data gathered here may in turn be
used for further research into the tradeoff and evolutionary pressures of this particular swimming behavior.
Ultimately, any questions regarding sperm cooperativity and competition must consider not just mating
strategies or fluid mechanics of individuals, but popula2016 Volume 2(1) page 45
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Figure 8: The trapezoidal geometry of two pairs of points on two connected flagella. D is the resting length of the
diagonal spring force connecting points X1j−1 and X2j .
tions of sperm and more biologically-realistic modeling
paradigms. These might include viscoelastic fluid models, in conjunction with biochemical signaling, changes in
motility patterns over time, and—most importantly—the
ability to find the egg and successfully fertilize it.
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A

Fused-head geometry

Figure 8 demonstrates the geometry involved in calculating the resting lengths for each spring connection in the
fused-head model. In order to vary the angle between
the first six points on the two flagella, we introduce the
parameters h and α into our spring force calculation for
the spring connecting points X1j and X2j+1 , labeled by
length D in Figure 8. The parameter h specifies the resting length of the spring force between the first points on
each flagellum, and α is used to incrementally increase
the resting length of the spring force between each of the
points as j = 1, . . . , 6. Thus, α is used to fix the desired
angle of fusion θ between the two flagella (see Figure 3c).
A similar spring force will also be placed on the diagonal
between X2j and X1j+1 with the same resting length, for
symmetry.
www.sporajournal.org
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